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Introduction
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.3Political
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Sustainable Society
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Sustainable Development Index
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Sustainable Development Index

Sustainability Index Traditional index Area

-Changing the number and 
size of companies

-Native job base diversity

- Number of existing 
companies

-The unemployment rate

Economic

- The consumption and 
production of toxic 

substances

-Plattering climate Environmental

Number of voters 
present at city meetings

Number of voters Social policy



Sustainability

هدف در پایداری، ایجاد تعادل میان حوزه های اصلی توسعه پایدار
.است

Sustainable
Social
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Economy
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Environment

Sustainable Development



Sustainability Management

Formulation
and

basicization

Implementing
and

implementing
decisions

Evaluation of 
decisions

Environmenal
measures

Social
actions

Economic
measures



Common mistakes

5 mistakes in 
sustainability 
management

Unplanned
execution

Big black
hole

The 
emergence 
of other 
names

Unnecessary
expectations



Sustainability at the firm

•It can be seen as a business tactic 
that supports the business strategy.

From the perspective 
of strategic 

management

•It can be seen as an operational strategy. 
Operational strategy forms a general 

pattern of decisions that shape the long-
term capabilities of each operation and 

their participation in the implementation 
of the overall strategy.

From the 
perspective of 

managing 
operations



SMEs

Definition 
criteria

Net 
Assets 

Collection

Level of 
sales

The amount
of 

investment

Number of 
employees



Sustainability in SMEs 

Environmental 
responsibility

social
responsibility

Economic
responsibility

✓Determine the costs of 
sustainability 

implementation
✓Identify potential 

benefits

✓Trying to reduce waste of 
resources

✓Development of new 
technologies

✓And the use of alternative 
energy sources

✓Altruism
✓human recourse devlopment
✓Capturing and keeping talents



Why SMEs?

Progress in developing World countries depends on sustainable management of 
small and medium-sized businesses because:

✓Their establishment and development requires little resources.

✓They have a high degree of job creation.

✓Breeder of expert forces for big business.

✓Their location is easy to do.

✓The class distance is reduced in society.

✓Through the creation of employment opportunities and increased

revenues, they affect the global economy

✓They can adapt themselves to changing environmental jumps.



Thank you for your attention!


